roads, or section of road that are being constructed, altered, repaired,
demolished, or closed for any purpose.

D. It shall be unlawful for any person, including the owner or person in control of real
property to cause or allow particulate matter to be deposited upon a paved
roadway open to the public without taking every reasonable precaution to
minimize deposition. Reasonable precautions shall include, but are not limited
to, the removal of particulate matter from equipment prior to movement on paved
streets and the prompt removal of any particulate matter deposited on paved
streets.

E. It shall be unlawful for any person to cause or allow visible emissions of fugitive
dust unless reasonable precautions are employed to minimize the emissions.
Reasonable precautions may include, but are not limited to, one or more of the
following:

1. The use of control equipment, enclosures, and wet (or chemical)
suppression techniques, and curtailment during high winds;

2. Surfacing roadways and parking areas with asphalt, concrete, or gravel;

3. Treating temporary, low traffic areas (e.g., construction sites) with water or
chemical stabilizers, reducing vehicle speeds, constructing pavement or
rip rap exit aprons, and cleaning vehicle undercarriages and tires before
they exit to prevent the track-out of mud or dirt onto paved public
roadways; or

4. Covering or wetting truck loads or allowing adequate freeboard to prevent
the escape of dust-bearing materials.

SECTION 6.06 EMISSION OF AIR CONTAMINANTS OR WATER VAPOR, DETRIMENT
TO PERSONS OR PROPERTY (SEE WAC 173-400-040(5))

The Authority implements and enforces WAC 173-400-040(5).

SECTION 6.07 EMISSION OF AIR CONTAMINANT CONCEALMENT AND
MASKING RESTRICTED (SEE WAC 173-400-040(7))

The Authority implements and enforces WAC 173-400-040(7).

SECTION 6.08 REPORT OF BREAKDOWN

A. The owner or operator of a source which emits pollutant(s) exceeding any limit
established by Ecology or the Authority in any order(s), rule(s) or regulation(s)
that apply to the facility as a direct result of unavoidable upset conditions or